Landuse Changes Refer to Spatial Planning Regulations at Kelara Watershed Area: an Analysis Using Geospatial Information Technology
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to analyze landuse changes in the Kelara watershed and to assess the suitability of current landuse changes with the spatial planning regulation of Jeneponto within Kelara basin. This study integrates various survey techniques, remote sensing, and geographic information system technology analysis. Geospatial information used in this study consists of Landsat ETM+ satellite imagery (2009) and Landsat 8 (2014) as well as a number of spatial data based on vector data which is compiled by the Jeneponto Government. Remote sensing data using two time series (2009 and 2014) are analyzed by means of supervised classification and visual classification. The analysis indicated that land use type for the paddy fields and forests (including mangroves) converted become a current land use which is inconsistent with the spatial planning regulation of Jeneponto. The use of land for settlement tends to increase through conversion of wetlands (rice fields). These conditions provide an insight that this condition will occur in the future, so that providing the direction of land use change can be better prepared and anticipated earlier.
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Introduction
One of the main factors reinforcing global climate change nowadays is land-use change due to human’s activities in making use of various resource potentials. Human’s activities lead to an increase of landuse change which averagely never happens before either in level of scale or in level of amount and total area of land which is used (Turner, 1994; Vitousek et al., 1997). A result of a research conducted by Schneider et al. (2001), taking place in the area of Ipswich Massachusetts River Basin (DAS), USA, indicates that landuse change is mostly caused by landuse conversion of forests into residential areas. This condition also happened in Indonesia. Up to 2011, 470 river basins were in a critical condition since the areas of the river basins were no longer effective catchment areas (Suwarno, 2011). Even up to 2014, there were only 10 out of 155 river basins in Java of which percentage of forest cover was above 30 percent (http://www.republika.co.id accessed on June 19th 2014). River basin degradation in Indonesia is supposed to have happened in 1970s. It is commonly triggered by pattern of land-use change to the needs of agricultural areas (including plantation lands), as well as residential areas and mining areas (Junaidi, 2009).

The causes of damage of river basins in Indonesia are inconsistency of land-use policy and urban landuse
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Plan (Marisan M, 2006) and rapid increase in human population (Vitousek et al., 1997). The same condition in which the increase of population leads to an increase of land-use for society’s agricultural needs occurs in Kelara River Basin. As a result, the amount of land for preservation zones significantly decreases because of the continuous increase of land conversion for agricultural activities. The change of land-cover condition puts effects on society especially in dry season in which soil water availability is limited. According to Foley et al., (2005), changes in land cover and vegetation in the long run will contribute the sustainability of food production, clean water and forest resources, climate and in the end will decline human’s quality of life and wealth. The documentation of land-use change from time to time, hence, is required to conduct.

This research aims, firstly, at assessing the consistency or inconsistency of land-use pattern in Kelara River Basin located in the regency of Jeneponto with its urban land-use plan. Specifically, it is intended to recognize the condition of land cover within the period of 2009 to 2014 and also to analyze the tendency of land-use change which is occurred. Secondly, the aim of this research is to analyze the appropriateness of land-use in Kelara River Basin with Jeneponto’s urban land-use plan.

The pattern of land-use change occurred in the period of 5 years is expected to show the tendency of change. The land-use change which is continuously and appropriately recognized will contribute to better understanding on how process and interaction between human and natural phenomena happen in such a way that resources can be better managed (Lu et al.; 2004, Giri et al., 2005). This way, some efforts to solve the problems can be applied well as earlier as possible.

Research Method

Location

This research was conducted in Kelara River Basin located in the regency of Jeneponto. Kelara River Basin is listed as a river basin in the regency of Gowa and Jeneponto with the total area of 39,089 ha including 13,100 ha in the regency of Jeneponto (34% of total area of Kelara river basin) and 25,983 ha square miles in the regency of Gowa (66% of total area of Kelara River Basin). This study focuses on research conducted in the regency of Jeneponto. Kelara River Basin in the regency includes an area of which most of the lands are used as agricultural areas. This research took place in the period of February 2014 to July 2014.

Data and Types of Data

Data used in this study are spatial and non-spatial data. Spatial data are data which have geographic references and their characteristics. Meanwhile, non-spatial data are tabular data. Primary and secondary data were used in this research. The primary data consist of satellite image data (2009’s record of Landsat ETM [Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus] 7+ and 2014’s record of Landsat 8). Secondary data which were used include data of space pattern of Jeneponto Regency, data of the River Basin’s area borders, data of area’s administration (province, regency, district) as well as other relevant thematic data (geology, land system, etc)

Satellite image data used in this study are based on USGS (United State Geological Survey) (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/). The type of data is satellite image of Landsat ETM 7+ acquired in January 2009 and satellite image of Landsat 8 acquired in May 2014.

Landsat 7 TM/ETM is an earth resource satellite, an advanced program of the previous spacecrafts (Landsat 1-6). The space probe is characterized by (1) sensory devices of which spatial resolution and radiometric sensitivity are increased, (2) faster data delivery rate, and (3) focus to scan the information related to ecological aspects (including vegetation). Landsat ETM 7+ is equipped with multispectral scanner sensor which is more advanced than the previous versions of Landsat satellite image. This additional sensor is called thematic mapper/TM, an addition to four channels of Landsat MSS (Multispectral Scanning) equipped to the previous version of Landsat satellite image (Reddy, 2008; Chang K. T, 2004; Lillesand and Kiefer, 1997). Landsat 8 continues the mission of Landsat ETM 7+ so that both satellites have similar characteristics, particularly in resolution aspects (spatial, temporal, and spectral resolutions), correction method, satellite altitude, and sensor characteristics. The differences between them are (1) the number of band, (2) the lowest electromagnetic wave spectrum range which is able to be caught by sensor, and (3) the bit value (digital number range) from every single pixel of the image which is the improvement of sensory characteristics of Landsat 7 (adapted from http://landsat.usgs.gov/landsat8.php).
Figure 1. Administrative area of Kelara watershed.
In addition, thematic data are in the form of data of area administration obtained from Regional Development and Planning Center in Jeneponto regency and Geospatial Information Center (scale 1:50000).

Method of Analysis

The interpretation of the satellite image was conducted by using Erdas IMAGINE 9.2 and Indrisi Selva software. Meanwhile, the other spatial data were analyzed with the help of ArcGIS 10.2 software. The stages of interpreting image are described as follows:

**Interpretation of Landsat ETM 7+ and Landsat 8 Satellite Image**

Before satellite images were interpreted, there should be a set of activities, comprising:

**Geometric and radiometric correction.** Geometric correction is a process required to place a piece of satellite image in the actual position in the real world according to the position of geo-reference. Meanwhile, radiometric correction is a histogram adjusting method which was implemented with the assumption that in the data recording process, there were many weak or even totally zero signal catching distortions and therefore there existed some zero data. Whereas, if the value was more than zero, it was considered as bias.

**Composite Image Preparation.** This process is a combination of three wavelengths carried out by giving the basic colors to them, consisting of basic colors: red, green, and blue. Type of color composite image depends on much object being studied. In the study, the composite color for Landsat ETM 7+ is the combination of band 5 4 3, while the band combination for Landsat 8 image is band 6 5 4.

**Image Sharpening.** The process is included in the set of composite arrangement which was conducted by sharpening the image and filtering the digital value of the image.

**Image Interpretation.** The process involves analysis and object identification. Some aspects need to be attentively examined, such as color, digital number, structure, texture, brightness, pattern, sites, and so on. Image interpretation and classification were conducted by using supervised classification with Maximum Likelihood method by deploying composite band combination to analyze vegetation. The result of land use analysis was validated by implementing ground truth.

**Spatial Analysis**

The data were analyzed using the devices of geographical information system by applying appropriate analysis techniques, including some overlay methods (intersect, clip, merge, etc), update, and cross tabulation. The process of comparing land use was conducted by using overlay of the land-use data by applying ArcGIS software. The overlay result will produce what kinds of land use have changed from 2009 to 2014. Based on the annually observed land-use classification, algorithm of land-use change during 5 year observation is found. This approach is the most common pattern applied to analyze the landuse change (Jensen, 2004).

To find out the level of consistency between land use policy and actual condition, a test was carried out by making cross-component-tabulated table of the components, for instance, the data of space pattern of RT /RW chambers and the analysis result of land use. The data combination will show the actual condition of the suitability or mismatch between the spatial pattern and land use. This result of analysis may spatially show the position of land use which is inconsistent with the space policy. Thus, the result of the study can give inputs to the policy makers to solve the occurring problems.

**Results and Discussion**

**Landuse in 2009**

Based on the results of the classification of Landsat ETM 7+ 2009 using seven classes of land use, it showed about the land use percentage of Kelara watershed in Jeneponto District presented in Figure 2 and that the interpretation of the largest land use in 2009 was a mixed farms (58.50% Kelara watershed in Jeneponto), while the smallest land use were shrubs (0.8%). A significant type of land use was for rice (32.95%) since satellite image acquisition in January 2009 was coincided with the rainy season, so people could conduct wetland cultivation (irrigated and non-irrigated rice) with rice plants.

**Landuse in 2014**

Classification results of Landsat 8 acquisitions in May 2014 resulted in eight types of landuse. Classification results showed that the largest landuse was for mixed farms (60.67% of the watershed area in the district Kelara Jeneponto), while the smallest was for the mangrove (0.23%). Based on the results of image classification in 2014, there were additional types of landuse, namely the use of land for the pond. Land on the embankment which had not previously been
Figure 2. Percentage of Kelara watershed land use in 2009

Figure 3. Percentage of Kelara watershed land use in 2014
Figure 4. Percentage of Kelara watershed land use in 2009. The percentage space allocation according to the spatial pattern of Jeneponto regency.

Table 1. Cross tabulation of land use in 2009 and 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landuse in 2009</th>
<th>Landuse in 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed field</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mangrove</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settlement</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricefield</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrub</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water body</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * = shrubs and open land

Table 2. Cross tabulation using pattern RT/RW of Jeneponto regency with the land use in 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space pattern RT/RW</th>
<th>Landuse in 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agro-forestry</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horticulture and ricefield</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preserve forest</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultivation area of forestry</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet Farming Land</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Farming Land</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pond</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5. Landsat image ETM 7+ acquisition 2009 in Kelara watershed
Figure 6. Landsat image 8 acquisition 2014 in Kelara watershed
identified significantly in 2009, within a period of 5 (five) years increased to 82 ha, primarily from the conversion of mangrove land.

**Space pattern of Kelara watershed in Jeneponto regency**

According to Law 26/2007 on spatial planning, spatial allocation of an area was divided according to the distribution of space pattern of that area. Space pattern was space allocation in an area that included a design of reservation and cultivation functions. Based on the overlaying results between space pattern map of RT/RW in Jeneponto regency with Kelara watershed boundaries it was indicated that the largest space allocation was given to the wetlands of agricultural cultivation area (31% equivalent to 4,005 ha), while the smallest allocation was given to ponds (4 ha) while for the preservation area was 6% of Kelara the watershed area located in Jeneponto (811 ha). Based on the data analysis result of landuse in 2009, paddy field areas (irrigated and non-irrigated) reached 4,316 ha (32.95% of Kelara watershed area in Jeneponto regency). This indicated that the allocation of land for wetland cultivation area tended to be lower than the actual condition of paddy crop in 2009. Fluctuations of the rice field area was caused by the pattern of land cultivation which was very dependent on weather patterns (rain) that occurred.

**Pattern of Landuse year 2009 - 2014**

To determine the tendency of changes in land use during the five (5) years in Kelara watershed in Jeneponto regency, cross tabulation analysis between the types of landuse from 2009 to 2014 was held. The result of the analysis (Table 1) showed that the biggest change in landuse (from 2009 to 2014) was a wetland. Changes in landuse classification were not caused by the conversion of landuse, but due to changes in land utilization due to limited water resources. Wetlands classified as ricefields (in 2009) partly were not cultivated in 2014 (according to satellite imagery) due to water shortage problem. As a result, most of the land changed into open land or shrubs (in this study, classification of the open land was not specifically used and included in class of shrub land use). This study also showed that the accuracy of image classification required an explanation for any landuse changes that occured.

Landuse changes that occurred in Kelara watershed in Jeneponto regency happened in all types of land use. Changes in landuse occurred in the use of ricefield. The conversion (change in land use that could not be returned into its previous use) occured on land use for forest, mangrove, wetland, settlement, and ponds. The conversion of forest land use occured for an area of 70 ha which commonly cultivated by people for crops. Land conversion of mangrove land use to be a pond area of 82 ha and damaged mangrove land area of 25 ha. Ricefield conversion to residence covered 42 ha and 2,003 ha were left as dry land (shrubs) which were not cultivated. Those non-cultivated ricefields were due to lack of water to irrigate the areas. This condition indicated that Kelara watershed had a better management.

Conversion of land happened to the change of the function of mangrove area into pond. And it reached an average of 16 ha / year in the period of 5 (five) years in coastal regions. More alarming condition was the reduction of forest from 137 ha (in 2009) to 67 ha (2014) and the rate of forest conversion reached up to 14 ha / year. Both types of landuse conversion were quite alarming because they could cause a more severe damage to the environment.

**Spatial Plan (RT/RW) and Actual Landuse**

To determine consistency or inconsistency between the spatial policies in Jeneponto regency with the actual conditions of landuse in Kelara watershed, the process of cross tabulation between RT/RW spatial pattern map of Jeneponto regency and the latest land use data (Landsat 8 2014) was held. Results of the analysis were presented in Table 2, which showed the inconsistency between the spatial pattern (spatial policy) and the actual condition of land cover. It was seen from the function change of preserve forest became into mixed farms. Even there were only 8 ha of preserve forest which were actually complied with forest vegetation cover.

Similarly, in cultivation area according to spatial pattern map of Jeneponto regency, there had been a conversion of landuse into residential areas. Even the area that was actually a pond was allocated as dry land agriculture. It indicated that there was inconsistency of land use policies which quickly encouraged land use changes. If this condition was allowed continuously without serious and systematic efforts to deal with, public would experience value loss. One thing which happened today was the shortage of water supply for the various public needs.

**Conclusion**

Based on the results it can be concluded that: (1) Within five years, there has been a landuse conversion from ricefield into residence, from mangrove into fishpond and from forest into famland, (2) The average of mangrove conversion into fishpond reached 16 ha /
year and from forest into farmland reached 14 ha / year, (3) Changes in landuse from ricefield into shrubs or open land were caused by a shortage of water for that, so that it was necessary to have a better water resource management, (4) Inconsistency between spatial policy and actual landuse was thought to be one of the factors that cause landuse changes that occured quickly.

Therefore, we recommend to solve land degradation is that landuse changes in Kelara watershed should be a concern due to land degradation potency so that there is a reduction of agricultural land for the development of food crops in this regency. It is also needed to have a land characterization study in Kelara to support the purpose of landuse which considers into account aspects of sustainability.
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